Note: Last Date for Receipt of applications is extended to 25th June 2014 and selected candidates will be intimated on the same day: 25th June, 2014

Note: For male participants on request accommodation is provided with nominal charges in engineering college boy's hostel. (Accommodation is limited to first 30 participants)

Note: For female participants on request accommodation is provided with nominal charges in girl’s hostel for engineering and technology.

This program is useful to Faculty working in any institute and Research scholars & M.E / M.Tech students

Few Highlights about program:

Academic experts:

- Prof. B.G Fernades from IIT Bombay
- Dr. Vasker Sarkar from IIT Hyderabad
- Prof. Uday Kumar from NIT Suratkal
- Prof. Vinod Kumar from NIT Warangal
- Other Experts from Universities

Industry Experts:

- Experts from GE
- Experts from Megger Capacitors
- Experts from Steinbeis organization

And

- Hands on experience on Power World Simulator and Matlab etc.,